ND students to attend conference on environment

By DAVID KINNEY
News Writer

Members of Notre Dame's Environmental Action Club (EAC) plan to participate in a national conference which hopes to develop better student awareness of environmental issues.

CATALYST, the National Student Environmental Conference, will be held on October 5-7 at the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana. Its aim is to bring together thousands of students from around the world to organize the future of the student movement.

The objective of the conference is not only to educate, but also to diversify the student effort. According to a press release, it will equip students with effective tactics for action and help participants create change at the campus level.

"Students are key to these environmental movements," said Helen Denham, CATALYST committee member. "A gathering of 3000 students will have a dramatic influence on both students and decision makers." It will also allow students to strip off the image of apathy and aimlessness with which they are often associated, she added.

The two-day conference will feature many student-led workshops on organizing environmental groups and action. Also to be featured are several speakers, including Ralph Nader, environmental advocate; Helen Caldicott of Physicians For Social Responsibility; Robert Redford, actor; Cesar Chavez, President of the United Farm Workers; and several others. Billy Bragg and other bands will perform during the conference.

In addition, the Student Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC), sponsor of the event, will launch a campaign to establish corporate environmental accountability. The groups plans to forge a divestment campaign, and direct action to affect corporate behavior.

The conference also plans to address the issue of maintaining the environmental accountability of the university as a corporation. Students should have a say in what is done with the money that they invest in their institutions, according to the conference.

Direct action is vital after the conference, groups are encouraged to participate in letter campaigns, to boycott jobs of companies who are not environmentally sound, and to support Congressional bills that help the environment.

ND students hope to gain education and awareness of envi-

Iraq threatens oil fields and Israel

IRAQ (AP)—Iraq on Sunday threatened to destroy Middle East oil fields and attack Israel if other nations tried to force it from Kuwait. At the same time, Iraq apparently sought to improve relations with France, admitting that its soldiers had raided the French ambassador's residence in Kuwait 10 days ago. It apologized for the incursion to which sparked a wave of retaliatory expulsions and increased tensions between Iraq and European nations.

Iraq also said it would not attend the U.N. General Assembly session which opens Monday because its delegation was not being allowed to travel to New York on Iraqi Airways. The airline has no landing rights because of the U.N. embargo.

Foreign women and children,TIC, and foreign officials from the world's wealthiest nations met for a second day, seeking to forge a united front against threats to the global economy stemming from the gulf crisis. They met with mixed success.

In warning other nations not to try to force it to give up Kuwait, Iraq said: "We will never allow anybody, whichever he may be, to strangle the people of Iraq while moving himself strangled."

Gas prices soar to record high

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Gasoline prices have hit an all-time high in the wake of the Persian Gulf crisis, with the average pump price jumping 2.91 cents per gallon in two weeks, an industry analyst said Sunday.

"The new high doesn't take into account inflation, but even so, it's significant," said spokesman Fred Truslow of the Lundberg Letter.

The Lundberg Letter monthly survey of 18,500 gasoline stations nationwide showed motorists were paying an average of 138.35 cents per gallon. The survey was

Government report calls for better ways of avoiding teen pregnancy

WASHINGTON (AP) — The federal government spent more than $21.5 billion last year on welfare programs for families started by teen-agers, according to a report released Monday. The figures illustrate the need for greater efforts to prevent teen-age pregnancies — including sex education, family planning counseling, support for delaying sexual activity, access to contraception, and medical services, including abortion, the report said. "We can no longer let our youth stumble into parenthood, a course that should be embarked on only when one is ready, willing and able to become a parent," the report said.

The costs of teen-age pregnancies go far beyond those of public support, the report said.

"Too early childbearing often improves, the lives of girls brought too soon into the rigors and responsibilities of motherhood, of boys bewildered and unable to parent and provide adequately, of babies not planned or welcomed," the report said. "It places a heavy burden on families and communities and contributes to our country's unconscionably high rates of low birthweight and neonatal mortality," it said.

The most alarming increases in teen-age pregnancies are occurring among 15 to 17 year olds, the report said.

After a downward trend in births among this age group from 1970 into the mid 1980s, the rate began increasing, jumping from 30.6 per 1,000 teen-agers in 1986 to 33.8 in 1988, according to the National Center for Health Statistics.

Such experimentation has been an emphasis of the RENEW program, according to Father Robert Pelton, host of the conference and director of Notre Dame's Institute for Pastoral and Social Ministry. RENEW is a twelve year-old, nationwide, parishes renewal project.

Pelton hopes that the meeting will accomplish a "consensus statement addressed to the Catholic hierarchy and the appropriate role of the small faith communities.

The conference plans to use job boycotts, environmental activism, and help the environment.
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Roadtripping: a learning experience?

On the road again, I just can’t wait to go somewhere else. The Irish went to East Lansing this weekend and won big—on the field and off. I, as an upstanding member of the University media, decided it was my job to file a report from an exotic place. As a man who has never been outside of Lansing, I replied, “Oh Rome, do as Romans do.” While none of these ladies were actually Roman, I decided to spend the roadtrip being just “one of the girls.” Thus, before I left, I learned all the words to “I Am Woman” by Helen Reddy, bought some “Leprechaun face tattoos for the big game.”

I spent Friday night in a room at the Knights Inn with all five of the women, or more accurately on the floor of a room at the Knights Inn while the other five hogged the prime sleeping space. (If you’re reading this, Mom, don’t worry—they’re all in the convent program here and it was totally—definitely painless—plastic.)

Let me tell the men out there that I’ve been on the other side and I now know that women are just like us. Yes guys, they are just like us. They are not that different from us. In fact, they are just as weird. In three days, we drove for almost painfully—platonic.)
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The World

The heaviest rainstorm in 90 years flooded large sections of Chihuahua City, Mexico on Sunday, killing at least 40 people and leaving more than 5,000 homeless. Authorities said the storm hit Saturday night in the area around Chihuahua City, about 200 miles south of El Paso, Texas. Authorities feared that the Chihuahua and Chihuacan dams would overflow and flood residents. Police and army troops began evacuating 10 neighborhoods near the two dams on Sunday night. More than 350 homes were destroyed and another 1,000 damaged, said Gov. Fernando Baeza Melendez.

Newlyweds Kenneth and Stephanie Miller did not have the marriage made in heaven that they had envisioned, but they were in good spirits after the hot-air balloon they exchanged their vows in crashed into a tree in Nevada last Saturday. The balloon, with six people aboard, was launched at Gardnerville, Nev., 15 miles east of Lake Tahoe. An unexpected easterly breeze caught it aboard, was launched at Gardnerville, Nev., 15 miles east of Lake Tahoe. An unexpected easterly breeze caught it. The balloon deflated after it struck a tree and landed in Kinsgbury Grode. The basket fell slowly to the ground, and no one was hurt. The reverend who performed the service commented, “We do specialty weddings but we don’t guarantee such exciting landings.”

INDIANA

Sheriff Charles Mulligan said that the marijuana harvesters who flock to Newton County, Indiana on weekends could wind up staying much longer than they planned. Seventy-eight “pot pickers” have already been arrested and jailed since the illegal plant became ready for harvest in July. Mulligan said authorities are patrolling fields continuously. Most of the pickers are charged with the possession of more than 30 grams of marijuana, a class D felony charge punishable by two years in jail and a fine of up to $10,000.

College students from around the state met in Indianapolis on Sunday September 16 to organize efforts for Senator Coats’ upcoming Campaign. College Hoosiers at the Waterfront Plaza Hotel for a preview of events which college students will organize at their individual campuses. Those people willing to help with the Oasis Campaign effort at Notre Dame can contact campaign coordinator Tom Elhardt. At 283-1121, the campaign headquarters at 1-800-589-8683.

Of Interest

Jack Herer, environmental activist and author of a book on the potential of cannabis and hemp as renewable, non-polluting sources of energy for transportation and industry, will give a talk in the Multi-Purpose Room of the CSC today at 7:30 p.m.

CSC Mexico Project meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the CSC. For More Information, call Lauren 273-1380 or Kathy 277-9406.

Near Chihuahua City, Chihuacan dams would overflow and flood residents. Police and army troops began evacuating 10 neighborhoods near the two dams on Sunday night. More than 350 homes were destroyed and another 1,000 damaged, said Gov. Fernando Baeza Melendez.

NAME:

"The Cosby Show" drew more than twice the number of viewers than a repeat of Fox’s cartoon clan, “The Simpsons,” national Nielsen audience estimates showed Friday in New York. Bill Cosby’s TV family averaged a 19.8 rating on Thursday night. Fox, which startled the industry by scheduling “The Simpsons” opposite Cosby’s series, got only an 8.3 rating for its show. Part of Fox’s lower rating is due to the fact that it only had 133 affiliates, compared to more than 200 each for NBC, CBS and ABC. Another new series premiering Thursday, CBS’ “The Flash,” was second to Cosby’s show in head-to-head competition.
Witness describes Doe's grisly death

ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (AP) — Grisly details emerged Sunday about the torture-slaying of former Liberian President Samuel Doe, who died earlier this month at the hands of rebels led by Prince Johnson.

In Liberia's capital of Monrovia, meanwhile, a cease-fire continued to hold between two rebel factions, a West African army and soldiers of the deposed leader. In an account in London's Sunday Observer newspaper, a Lebanese merchant from Monrovia said he watched Johnson's men torture Doe after the president was captured during a battle Sept. 9 at the headquarters of the West African army.

"His hands were cuffed together and he had been shot in both legs and was bleeding heavily. They were abusing him," said the merchant, identified only as Joseph.

"Then one of Johnson's men took a knife, a machete, and cut off his ear. Then they cut his face from his face like this," he told the newspaper, indicating diagonal slashes across the cheeks. "He was crying and the blood was running down his face like this," the merchant said.

"So he shot him again," the merchant continued. "He was nearly dead then, anyway, from loss of blood." The man said that was the last he saw of Doe.

The Observer also quoted a Liberian teacher, identified only as Oliver, as saying he saw Doe's body later in the day.

"They had him in a wheelchair and were pushing the body around the town. They were shouting, 'We've killed Doe,' and firing their guns in the air.

"People were coming up to the body and cutting it with knives. Slashing at him. He had two fingers, maybe three, missing from one hand and they had cut off his testicles," the teacher said.

"Then they took his body to the Island Clinic. For the first two or three days a lot of people were going to see it, but then the smell got too bad," Oliver said.

Both witnesses were interviewed in Freetown, Sierra Leone.

"Their description was reminiscent of an October 1985 scene when Doe put the mutilated body of Brig. Gen. Thomas Quiwonkpa on display in an open car that toured Monrovia. Quiwonkpa was a mentor of Doe."
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IU's trustees will study proposal to ban ROTC over program's homosexual policy

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) — Indiana University trustees have agreed to study a request from students to ban the ROTC program if military policy toward homosexuals doesn't change.

The IU-Bloomington Student Association President Jerry Knight presented the request at the trustees' business meeting Saturday morning.

The students are seeking a ban on the student military organization if the U.S. military doesn't begin allowing homosexuals into the service by 1995.

IU-Bloomington Student Association President Jerry Knight presented the request at the trustees' business meeting Saturday morning.

The students are seeking a ban on the student military organization if the U.S. military doesn't begin allowing homosexuals into the service by 1995.

Trustee Robert McKinney noted that IU has about $2.5 million worth of Department of Defense grants in health areas and the students have expressed concern.

About 300 students are in ROTC on the Bloomington campus. Although gay students may take ROTC classes, they may not enlist as many students do after the first two years of classes, and are not eligible for ROTC scholarships.
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consider tightening the trade
embargo against Baghdad
with an air blockade. Baghdad
also was expected to come in
for widespread condemnation
in General Assembly debate.

Among the first scheduled to
speak was French President
Francois Mitterrand, who dis-
patched troops to the gulf
after Iraqi soldiers violated
French and other diplomatic
compounds in Kuwait earlier
this month.

The Iraqi Foreign Ministry
Sunday apologized for the
Sept. 14 raid. It said its
soldiers had not realized they
were entering the French
ambassador's residence
because the house was
outside the diplomatic quarter
of Kuwait City. Iraq previously
had denied the raid took
place.

The first units of a French
rapid deployment force
arrived in the gulf region
Sunday, joining tens of
thousands of U.S. troops
deployed in the Saudi Arabian
desert.

Secretary of State James
Baker said that despite the
huge deployment, the United
States was still seeking non-
military means of forcing Iraq
out of Kuwait.

Baker, interviewed Sunday
on NBC-TV's "Meet the Press",
was asked about the possibility
of war. "We have said many
times we hoped there won't be," he replied,
but added that President Bush
was not ruling out any
options.

Meanwhile, a charter flight
carrying 112 evacuees from
Iraq and Kuwait left London
for North Carolina on Sunday.
The passengers had left
Baghdad a day earlier aboard
what the State Department
said was the last U.S.-
chartered airlift planned from
Iraq.

At the London stopover, the
exhausted evacuees told of
hardship and terror in Kuwait
and Iraq. Western women and
children have been allowed to
leave, but the Baghdad gov-
ernment has kept foreign men
captive to serve as human
shields at strategic sites.

Desert diplomats
A southern sergeant and a Saudi trucker make a cross-cultural connection Thursday while pausing from
their respective labs at a desert airbase. U.S. Army transportation officer Sgt. Marvin Smith, right, of
Birmingham, Ala., and his friend spent their break time learning more about each other's customs and
common concerns.
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was just under 138 cents. set
in March 1981, she said.

Lundberg said.

The price of crude oil for
October delivery rose $1.53 a
barrel, to $34.71.

"The fears are that a war
could create a serious supply
upheaval and that supply re-
placement could be difficult," she said.

Those fears are causing the
price of crude to go up, in,
turn, pushing up gasoline
prices, she said.

Analysts cited continued
fear of war in the Middle East
among reasons for the surge
in crude oil prices during late
futures trading on the New
York Mercantile Exchange on
Friday.
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Firing of Dallas police chief highlights city's racial woes

DALLAS (AP) — A black county commissioner's claim that a violent street war would erupt if the city hires a "good old boy" police chief exposed festering racial tensions that some say threaten to tear Dallas apart.

"The problem in Dallas is not the minority community and the Dallas Police Department," said Petit Norman, a former Dallas Cowboys football star who is now a successful local businessman. "The problem is the institutionalized racism we have in Dallas."

As the talk turned last week to who would replace the ousted Mack Vines as police chief, minority activist and County Commissioner John Wiley Price issued a call to w ho w o u ld  re p la ce  the "good o ld  b o y "  — a traditional Southern white.

If that happened, Price said, a violent street war would follow in which he and others would "play both sides at police and "take this whole city."

Although shocking, Price's words were only the latest of several indicators that all is far from well in this city of nearly 1 million residents, of which about a third are black.

"The southern suburbs are threatening to secede amid reports that more tax money is spent in affluent, mostly white North Dallas."

In December, residents go to the polls to vote on a referendum that would eliminate at-large City Council districts, which a judge ruled were based on racial voting strength.

"Last month, a Dallas Times Herald survey of 1988 sentencing revealed killers and rapists whose victims were white received harsher punishment than those whose victims were black or Hispanic."

"A Dallas Morning News survey in 1988 reported that 4 percent of the city's black population and 44 percent of its white population agreed that relations were characterized by deteriorated within the past five years."

"Change must take place now that lessens racial polarization and bridges the gap," Price concluded last year. "The force was formed after a record number of police shootings of citizens, most of them black or Hispanic, in 1988."

Norman said the racism extends beyond the police department and includes churches that don't denounce racism and businesses that don't hire people of color.

"Vanguard will stop caring for black business people to get loans."

"No stone should be left standing around the gutted car; the residents should be prevented from going to work or traveling on the roads until they decide if they want war or not. If they do, they will get it," said Eitan, a former army chief of staff.

"His punishment they deserve is ... that today, tonight, we need to go in there, grab 200 local youths and deport them to Lebanon," he said in an interview.

"They feel the blood is mine."

"The comments reflected the shock felt in Israel over the killing, which came at a time when many believed the 34-month-old Palestinian uprising in the occupied lands was waning. The Palestine Liberation Organization on Sunday called for the escalation of the uprise in the West Bank and Gaza Strip to confront "a new Israeli plan to step up the use of fire and gas bombs."
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Krushchev critical of Castro in memoirs

NEW YORK (AP) - Nikita Krushchev, in memoirs dictated in the late 1960s but just now released, called Fidel Castro hotheaded for advancing a nuclear strike against the United States during the Cuban missile crisis.

Krushchev, who was ousted from power in the Soviet Union in 1964 and who died in 1971, also thanked Julius and Ethel Rosenberg for helping the Soviet Union develop the atomic bomb.

Krushchev made a series of tapes as he lived out his last seven years under virtual house arrest in the village of Petrovskoe-Dalneye, on the outskirts of Moscow. Many of the tapes were smuggled to the West and two volumes of memoirs, "Khrushchev Remembers" and "Khrushchev Remembers: The Last Testament," were published in the 1970s.

But Khrushchev’s friends and relatives withheld some of the tapes, fearing that he had been too candid. Last year, Time magazine acquired the tapes. Excerpts were published in the Oct. 1, issue and another book, "Khrushchev Remembers: The Glamos Tape," is due out in October from Little, Brown.

In the memoirs, Khrushchev said Josef Stalin was grateful to Fidel Castro who were executed in 1952 after being convicted of conspiracy to commit espionage by spying on American atom bomb secrets in Cuba.

Khrushchev said: "I was part of Stalin’s circle when he mentioned the Rosenbergs with warmth. I cannot specifically say what help they gave us, but I heard from both Stalin and (Molotov) Molotov, then Minister of Foreign Affairs, that the Rosenbergs provided very significant help in accelerating the production of our atomic bomb."

"Let this be a worthy tribute to the memory of those people. Let my words serve as an expression of gratitude to those who sacrificed their lives to a great cause of the Soviet state at a time when the United States was using its advantage over us to blackmail our state and undermine our proletarian cause," he added.

On the Cuban missile crisis, Krushchev said the Soviets decided to place missiles in Cuba to deter the United States from an invasion.

Krushchev said President Kennedy "understood that in spite of the American advantages, the missiles we had already installed could strike New York City, Washington and other centers."

Then, Krushchev recalled, intelligence reports indicated that the United States was preparing to strike Cuba and that an invasion was unavoidable.

"But Castro suggested that to prevent our nuclear missiles from being destroyed, we should launch a pre-emptive strike against the U.S." he said. "My comrades in the leadership and I realized that our friend Fidel totally failed to understand our purpose. We had installed the missiles not for the purpose of attacking the U.S., but to keep the U.S. from attacking Cuba."

Krushchev said Kennedy then sent a message "somewhere between threat and prayer; he both demanded and begged that we remove the missiles. We agreed to remove the rockets and warheads if the president would publicly give assurance in his own name and that of his allies, that their air force would not invade Cuba."

"It was Castro who hotheaded. He thought we were retreating, worse, capitulating. He did not understand that our action was necessary to prevent a military confrontation," Krushchev said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — From the great cities to the small towns, America’s municipalities are telling the federal government they can’t possibly be as small as census takers say.

By the thousands, local officials are demanding something be done about the 1990 Census. Even states are contesting the preliminary figures, aware that the more residents they are credited with, the more federal aid they will get and the greater their representation in Congress will be.

Some voices from the nationwide chorus:

• "Unsatisfactory nonsense...statistical grand larceny," said New York Mayor David N. Dinkins.

• "There are errors everywhere," said Detroit research director Juliette Okoie-Ebok.

• "It really stretches credibility to the breaking point," said Hartford, Conn., Mayor Carrie Saxon Perry.

• "They missed our farthest south street," said Hays, Iowa, City Clerk Judy Grothe.

Church

The motto In God We Trust first appeared on U.S. coins in 1864.

The Arctic tern spends three months of each year in the Arctic regions, three months in the Antarctic and almost six months in the air.

Anticipating dinner

A small Indian boy studies his empty plate as he waits for a meal at the Azac refugee camp Thursday. The camp, located 63 miles east of Amman, is reported to be able to prepare one meal a day for refugees from Iraq, even for children and babies.

City officials unhappy with Census figures

All were reacting to the preliminary results of the Census Bureau’s April 15 head count.

The preliminary reports were sent out in late August and early this month to give officials a chance to file challenges in time for the bureau to double-check its numbers before announcing its final count Dec. 31.

Census Director Barbara Everitt Bryant has already told Congress there will be big changes in the initial numbers.
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Irate New Jersey taxpayers protest governor's record-high tax hike

THORNNT, N.J. (AP) — Thousands of New Jersey taxpayers gathered at the Statehouse on Saturday to protest a $2.8 billion in tax hikes. Protesters focused their anger on Gov. Jim Florio — hanging his likeness in effigy, hawking $2 posters of Florio disguised as Adolf Hitler and singing anti-Trump songs.

The event was organized by Hands Across New Jersey, the group leading a statewide tax revolt.

"We need accountability in government and criminal prosecution for those who rip us off," said John Budzash, a Howell mailman and Hands Across New Jersey co-founder. "Do we have efficient spending in government? No."

State Police Sgt. Peter Hookle said that the 4 1/2 hour rally peaked at about 4,000 people. Budzash disputed the police estimate, saying at least 10,000 attended the event. A similar rally in July drew about 6,000.

The $2.8 billion tax hike, the largest in state history, was passed by the Democratic-controlled Legislature less than seven months after Florio took office. The governor is a Democrat.

"Politicians will not budge until you make yourself heard," said Ken Champou, a talk show host on WXXW-FM, a Trenton-area radio station which publicized the anti-tax movement. "This is about getting politicians to respond to the people."

The $2.8 billion tax package is designed to close a budget gap of more than $1 billion, which publicized the anti-tax movement.

"I don't really think they know where to draw the line," said Ken Champou, a talk show host on WXXW-FM, a Trenton-area radio station which publicized the anti-tax movement.

"It's like in America when neighborhoods become mixed because blacks move in, and whites are forced out," said a nationally syndicated columnist who previously held two other key Cabinet posts, including that of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry.

Florio declined an invitation to attend the rally, instead speaking to supporters at Trenton State College. Florio spokesman Leo Shroo said the governor "remained convinced that what he did was right."

Washington Post defends reporter arrested while interviewing youths for curfew story

WASHINGTON (AP) — The managing editor of The Washington Post says a staff reporter broke no law when he was arrested for allegedly contributing to the delinquency of minors while working on a story for the newspaper and called the police action "unwarranted."

"Based on the information we have, the arrest of a Washington Post reporter while he is reporting a story and breaking no law himself appears unwarranted to us," said Leonard Downie, Jr., Managing Editor of the Post.

"I'm particularly concerned that the police pursued this

Anti-U.S. coeds
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Coeds from an exclusive Roman Catholic university chant anti-US slogans as an American flag is burned before them during a brief rally inside their campus to protest the ongoing talks on the future of US military bases in the Philippines.
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Voters may be lying to pollsters, recent primaries suggest

BOSTON (AP) — Democrat John Silber's unexpected victory in the Massachusetts gubernatorial primary is renewing questions about whether voters lie to pollsters.

Some questions followed the careers of Barry Goldwater and George Wallace, whose support was underestimated in some polls.

Silber, the president of Boston University, defeated former Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti by a comfortable 9-point margin, winning 53 percent of the vote in Tuesday's Democratic primary.

Polls published just before the election showed Bellotti ahead and "surging." One poll gave Bellotti a lead of 50 percent to 39 percent. An election-eve survey showed Bellotti leading 49 percent to 35 percent.

With Barry Goldwater, whose polls at KRC Communications Research in Cambridge showed Bellotti in the lead close to the primary, believers said pollsters had little support for Silber.

They liked Silber's combative style and confrontational rhetoric, but weren't willing to admit it, he believed.

"I don't think there's any question at all that voters were not forthcoming about voting for Silber," Chervinsky said. "It's unacceptable to say, it was impolite to say, I'm voting for Silber."

Other factors also contributed to the polling problem, such as the difficulties of predicting turnout in a primary and of determining whether independent voters will take a Democratic or Republican ballot, Chervinsky said.

But Silber, in a television interview Sunday, said his and election results elsewhere in the nation reflected a growing "anti-media sentiment."

On ABC-TV's "This Week With David Brinkley's" program, he said he believed one of the polls was "slanted in the sample that it took."

Silber had warned weeks before the primary that some potential voters could be "skewing for work" after Sept. 18 because they were missing their supporters. He speculated that his backers viewed questions from pollsters as an "invasion of privacy."

The polls were off only in the Democratic gubernatorial primary. Other Massachusetts races, some of them close and neck-and-neck, were predicted accurately.

Exit polls indicated as many as 20 percent of the voters said they decided in the last days of the campaign and went overwhelmingly for Silber. Some former voters who conceded their support for Silber could have skewed polls by as much as 10 points.

Experts differ on whether voters willfully mislead pollsters.

"If I believed that people lied in the telephone interviews I'd know how to get out of the polling business and get a broom," said John Becker of the Survey Research Institute Inc. which conducted some early polls. "It's all speculation. No one ever produces any evidence that people lie."

University of Virginia political scientist Ralph Novak says "it is more of a pollster's nightmare than a reality."

"There isn't any evidence that people lie."
A 25 percent equity interest in the World Financial Center (the three buildings at left) is for sale by owners, Rushdie dedicates fairy tale for children, acclaimed by Wiggins. American novelist Marianne American novelist Marianne

Keating to receive no "bailout" or leniency from the courts

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Fallen savings and loan mogul Charles Keating was able to lead a lavish lifestyle, but now he leads a simpler life as a prisoner at the Los Angeles County Jail.

Keating, 66, surrendered last week to face a 42-count indictment alleging fraudulent sales of worthless junk bonds to thousands of elderly investors through his collapsed Lincoln Savings and Loan Association of California.

 Superior Court Judge Gary Klauser ordered Keating held in lieu of $5 million bail and refused Friday to reduce it to $500,000 despite pleas from Keating's attorney that he posed no risk of fleeing.

Klauser said Keating has "significant reasons not to stay around." The judge did not rule on bail for three Keating associates named in the indictment.

Keating spent the weekend in the Men's Central Jail downtown, one of the nation's largest with nearly 7,000 inmates.

Keating occupied a private cell in a high-security wing adjacent to the jail hospital. He's not permitted to eat, exercise or otherwise mingle with any of the other prisoners.

"We do it because of his newsworthiness," said Attorney General John Van De Kamp's Deputy Bill Limmermeyer. "We do the same with all personalities for their well being and safety."

For Keating and the other inmates, the day begins at 2 a.m. when lights in the jail are turned on. It ends at 10 p.m. when the lights are turned off.

Keating is given one hour a day to exercise, watch the television or use the telephone.

One pcket at Lafayette Elmentary School last week wrapped her sign in toilet pa- per. "Dr. Williams, yes it's true. We provide toilet paper. Here's some for you," proclaimed the sign addressed to Superintendent Will C. program, he said. District officials deny such charges.

"I can assure you there's enough hand towels and toilet tissue in New Orleans public schools. Teachers are not buying them out of their private funds in any numbers that I know of," said the district's chief negotiator, Frank Fudenberg.

"The reason is money," school board spokesman Henry W. Keating said Friday.

"The real problem is the administration's current budget situation," said Lyndic, director of graduate programs.

"The numbers came as a surprise to some observers, who said the interest in business declined in the 1980s as more students turned to liberal arts," said Neil Palomka, dean of the College of Business at Ball State University.

"Now I'm anticipating that they're going to start coming back," he said. "In the 1980s, interest in business, particularly at the graduate level, collapsed in part because of the scandals that hit Wall Street."

But that has begun to turn around, said John G. Keane, dean of the College of Business at University of Notre Dame. Notre Dame's graduate program in business is operating at capacity and had 13 admissions this past fall, he said.

"I don't believe that with global competition that interests reflect intense competition within the country, a desire to have more education," he said.

Emmett Edwards, dean of the University of Southern Indiana's College of Business, said he expects enrollment in the business school to be about 2,000 this year. That's up by almost 300 students over last year.

"I'm given one hour a day to exercise, watch the television or use the telephone."

Part of the reason for that increased interest is that the school started a master's in business administration program this year aimed at adult stu- dents. Also, Edwards said he has been noticing more people entering the work force out of high school and then deciding to enter college a few years later.

At Indiana University's School of Business, enrollment into the graduate program is limited to about 200 students per year, said Dan Dalton, director of graduate programs. But the number of people applying to the master's program is up from previous years, he said.

About 1,700 people applied for the 1989-90 school year, but that figure rose to about 1,900 for 1990-91, he said. The master's program at Indiana University is limited to 1,200 students.

For the 1989-90 school year, 1,914 and 1,926 graduate students enrolled in business school and 275 business school majors this fall, up by about 200 students from last year. Figures for this school year, he said, are 1,926 and 275, respectively.

After the walkout, teachers reinitiated their demand for 10 percent pay raises, saying they would settle instead for having the district provide $1 million to cover half of a $300-per-student increase in state aid and toilet paper.

"The real problem is the administration's current budget situation," said Ellen Picou, a school librarian. "We're on the real issue is respect."

"The real problem is the administration's current budget situation," said Allen Leguas, who teaches gifted children at Fan- nie Williams Middle School.

"Do you think they're going to be expelled, as it says in the handbook? No. They're back the next day."

District officials refused to discuss the district's financial situation. However, the district said the cars in question are two for the 1989-90 school year.
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Ticket distribution not fair to students

Tickets to last weekend's Michigan State football game were advertised and distributed in an unfair, inconsistent and arbitrary manner.

In a September 18 Observer ad, the Student Union Board instructed interested MSU spectators to "bring Student IDs" with them when receiving their lottery numbers. The ad, however, did not specify that students could only get lottery numbers with Notre Dame student IDs. The absence of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's communities, SUB should not have assumed the only "students" who read the student newspaper are those who attend Notre Dame. As a result of SUB's ambiguous ad, several Saint Mary's students waited for lottery numbers—along with their Notre Dame peers—only to be turned away at the head of the line.

In addition to the advertisement, itself, being misleading, the SUB's selction of the ad was blatantly inconsistent. As both Saint Mary's and Notre Dame students are granted equal access to student tickets for all home football games, the ticket office's failure to abide by a similar standard for away games is contradictory.

Furthermore, when the ticket office learned that an additional 150 MSU tickets were available, a representative from the office asked The Observer to publish a notice relaying the surplus in the following day's paper. Because the tickets went on sale at 9 a.m. the following morning, however, and most students read The Observer online, individuals who were aware of the sale before the newspaper was distributed on Thursday were given an unfair advantage to get tickets. By the time most students learned of the surplus, the ticket office was already sold out.

To avoid this dilemma, the ticket office logically should have postponed the ticket sale to mid-afternoon, giving all students an equal opportunity to learn about the surplus and take advantage of the sale. All students deserve an equal shot at acquiring tickets to away football games—particularly when demand exceeds supply and fair distribution is well within the University's reach. Publishing ambiguous advertisements and releasing privileged information about the sale of extra tickets to only a select group is unfair and undermines the credibility of both the Student Union Board and the ticket office.

A commitment to integrity is imperative in Persian Gulf

By Michael Masone

In a joint session of Congress on the Persian Gulf crisis last Tuesday night, President Bush declared that, "America and the world will not be blackmailed" by Iraqi President Saddam Hussein. "Vital issues of principle are at stake," Bush said, and "America will not be intimidated." Such a firm stance is precisely what Hussein's recent aggression calls for; in fact, Bush has promised that the United States will not recall its forces from the Gulf until Iraq has pulled its own out of Kuwait. But while the stark reality is that this theory is being put into practice at the risk of thousands of young lives, and it compels one to ask: At what price is the U.S. willing to protect this country's interests abroad?

To a generation going young to remember the horrors of Vietnam, the thought of fulledged war involving conventional weapons appears unfathomable. Today's college students are faced with a different world; they must make a decision based on the undeniable fact America must stay in the Persian Gulf.
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"What good is a formal education if you don't know yourself?" asked Madhubuti, co-president of Notre Dame's Black Cultural Arts Council, in the speech she presented on Friday to the participants in the University of Notre Dame's first annual Black Man's Think Tank.

The Think Tank, organized by Ken Durgans, Virge Gilliam and several others from both the South Bend and Notre Dame communities, was designed to help to provide African American Students with a sense of "self." The theme of The Think Tank is "Nommo." The Think Tank is the bulk of the presentation of lectures by four very impressive and dynamic speakers.

Ellis Liddell provided the Black Man's Think Tank with a forum in which he expressed "geotamics." Liddell, who has worked successfully over the past ten years in life insurance and financial services, founded Liddell Enterprises, Inc., to manage public speakers such as Wade Nobles, Susan Randall, and Lynn Jeffries.

Liddell's whole idea of "geotamics" is to generate additional money for the black community. He suggested the idea of redirecting funds and encouraged the audience to rethink ways of generating funds.

Liddell pointed out that the average business owned and operated by African-Americans makes only $45,000 annually. The cost of an effective advertising campaign itself greatly exceeds this figure.

In order to overcome this economic situation, Liddell asserts that the African-American student must have a vision as opposed to a dream. "A vision transcends the dream" in that the vision has a plan, he said. From here, Liddell went on to present the audience with a few possible plans to help to turn that economic vision into reality.

Haki Madhubuti, a widely acclaimed poet and publisher, educator, presented the participants of the Think Tank with a powerful personal presentation of his historical and several issues facing the African American today.

As Madhubuti could take up a page by themselves, but include co-founder of the Organization of Black American Culture Writer's Workshop (OBAC) and co-organizer of the Midwest contingency for the Second World Black and African Festival of Art and Culture (FESTAC) that took place in Nigeria in 1977.

Madhubuti asserted that black people "cannot continue to live from racism" as an excuse for not going to get our own. He went on to outline the resolutions that he feels African-Americans must adopt to make just that. The resolutions included the necessity for black people to know and understand each other, to educate, and understand their enemies, and to develop their own world view.

The rest of the speech was designed to give guidelines to achieve those resolutions. Madhubuti also pointed out that destructive behaviors fostered by one's environment and stressed the ability to personal self-knowledge and community unity emphasized.

Midnight Oil upheld its reputation as one of the most socially conscious bands around by playing an intense concert at the Michigan Theater in Ann Arbor last week. The concert was played in front of 1700 people at the small theater.

It was very evident that big things were going to happen when the band reached the door of the theater with two other Notre Dame students. The crew seemed to be relishing with excitement and anticipation the midnight hour that Midnight Oil is to hit the stage.

Immediately we were acco­modated by a courteous guard who wanted us to sign for shirts or six dollars. So we bought the shirts and went inside, only to find out that the shirts we bought were not printed in our tour. We also noticed that the shirts were too small and we left them in the tour.

Right off the top, Oil came out fired up with "King Of The Mountain," a song off their newest release, Blue Sky Min­ning. The energy in the group was obviously high-octane. The lead singer, tall, bald, skin­ny Australian named Peter Garrett, was at the center of attention. He would dance mostly around the stage, arms and legs going every which way, at a frenetic pace. The drummer complemented him by raising his left arm high in the air and pounding the drum on the beat and drumming at a 45-degree angle with his right arm.

The lead guitarist started the song on a guitar solo, with Garrett and the rest of the group entering one by one. Garrett made a plea to the crowd to avoid the use of drugs, using football players as an example. "There aren't many gridiron players here tonight," Garrett said. And the crowd needed of mostly Michigan students. "That is too bad because we know how much drugged is in here. But we do und­erstand that the gridiron players have a responsibility to each other. That is why we say that one dollar to. The lights flashed on and the drummer raised all his sticks high in the air and kept them down on the stage and Midnight Oil exited the stage to a standing, clapping, standing ovation.

The crowd was visually shaken by the intensity of the concert. When soprano Matt Taylor was asked what he thought of the concert he said, "It's about as interesting as a concert, I can't hear a damn thing. Good concert, though." And Garirjaw gave a more stra­matic comment: "After seeing Midnight Oil I believe they have replaced New Kids On The Block and Mill Vanilli as my favorite group of the evening.

The opening group, The Orin­gals, was well received. The group was a liberal group who played mostly mellow music. At the end of their concert they played a hard rocking intense song, finishing with a deafening guitar solo. The lead singer de­scribed the group before the fi­nal song by saying, "We are a liberal group who believes that people should know what they want and go out and get it." Outside the concert hall there were booths selling African and African-American books, clothing, jewelry and other miscellaneous items of interest were set up throughout the week­end.

Saturday's events included a presentation of lectures by four very impressive and dynamic speakers, African American scholars and businessmen. KAR
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**BASEBALL STANDINGS**

**AMERICAN LEAGUE**

- **East Division**
  - Toronto
  - Baltimore
  - Detroit
  - Cleveland
  - Minnesota
  - West Division
  - Oakland
  - Chicago
  - Seattle
  - Kansas City
  - Minnesota

**NATIONAL LEAGUE**

- **East Division**
  - Washington
  - Philadelphia
  - Atlanta
  - Miami
  - New York
  - West Division
  - New York
  - Chicago
  - San Francisco
  - Los Angeles
  - Minnesota

**FOOTBALL**

- **American League**
  - Chicago
  - Minnesota
  - Green Bay
  - Detroit
  - St. Louis

- **National League**
  - Atlanta
  - Los Angeles Rams
  - San Francisco
  - Tampa Bay
  - Detroit

**TRANSACTIONS**

- **FOOTBALL**
  - **Injured list.** Transferred Tony Visco, Dan Payne, tackle.
  - **Reactivated Jan Carincl, slotback, from the running back; and Perry Tuttle, wide David Ward, linebacker; Terry Cochrane, illness reserve list. Re-signed Carl Bland, Adamack vice president of communications.**

**NLF BOXES**

- **Game:** Eagles 27, Rams 21
  - **Game:** Chicago 19, Minnesota 16
  - **First period:** Chicago, Cox 1-26, Anderson 1-25, Faison 1-12. **Second period:** Chicago, Byars 3-20, Barnett 2-39, Williams 1-14, Cox 1-26, Anderson 1-25, Faison 1-12. **Third period:** Chicago, Cox 1-26, Anderson 1-25, Faison 1-12. **Fourth period:** Chicago, Cox 1-26, Anderson 1-25, Faison 1-12. **INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS**

**FLANNEL COAT, FLAG ON THE EARTH**

- **Game:** Eagles 27, Rams 21
  - **Game:** Chicago 19, Minnesota 16
  - **First period:** Chicago, Cox 1-26, Anderson 1-25, Faison 1-12. **Second period:** Chicago, Byars 3-20, Barnett 2-39, Williams 1-14, Cox 1-26, Anderson 1-25, Faison 1-12. **Third period:** Chicago, Cox 1-26, Anderson 1-25, Faison 1-12. **Fourth period:** Chicago, Cox 1-26, Anderson 1-25, Faison 1-12. **INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS**
Adrian Jarrell clutches his key fourth quarter reception. The sophomore flanker grabbed the pass after it bounced off defender Todd Murray's chest.

Ricky Watters cruises into the endzone for one of his two touchdowns against Michigan State.

Quarterback Rick Mirer scrambles against Spartan defenders. The sophomore ran for 16 yards and passed for another 166.

Notre Dame tight end Derek Brown (86) and tackle Justin Hall (73) celebrate as Ricky Watters crosses the goal line.

Irish linebacker Mike Stonebreaker upends a Michigan State ball carrier.

A referee signals Notre Dame's game-winning touchdown in the closing minutes on Saturday.

Notre Dame 20
Michigan State 19
September 22, 1990
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Eric Davis had four hits and Barry Larkin had three as the Cincinnati completed a four-game sweep of the Padres and lowered their magic number to five in the NL West.

Larkin drove in three runs and Luis Quinones homered for the Reds, who had 16 hits. Cincinnati outscored the Padres 34-12 in the series and puts San Diego 54-31.

CINCINNATI (AP) — The Reds, who had 16 hits, scored the second inning as San Diego for the league RBI lead with 114. Stan Javier also had three hits and struck out a career-high nine in his second complete game in 30 starts. Jim Neidlinger (5-2) lost for the first time in six decisions, allowing four runs and five hits in three innings.

Tigers 6, Athletics 0

OAKLAND, Calif. — Cecil Fielder’s 48th home run of the season gave the Athletics’ plans for a pennant-clinching party a second grand slam this year led the Detroit Tigers to a victory that clinched the Oakland Athletics’ plans for a pennant-clinching party.

The Athletics could have clinched at least a tie for their 23rd career shutout as the Tigers and A’s finished their season series with six games apiece.

Detroit opened the game with three straight singles to right field but failed to score, then cashed in big with six runs in the second inning against Mike Morgan (13-14). White Sox 2, Mariners 1

SEATTLE — Rookie Frank Thomas homered to break an eighth-inning tie and the Chicago White Sox stayed in the American League West race for at least another day, beating Seattle in the Mariners’ home finale.

Chicago’s victory, coupled with Detroit’s 6-0 win over Oakland, kept the Athletics’ magic number for clinching the division at two.

Blue Jays 5, Indians 4

TORONTO — The Toronto Blue Jays moved back into first place in the American League East on Sunday, rallying to tie Cleveland in the ninth inning and beating the Indians 5-4 in the 10th on Mookie Wilson’s single.

The Blue Jays won their final game of the season at the SkyDome and moved one game ahead of Boston, which lost to New York 5-4. Toronto plays its last nine on the road while the Red Sox are home for eight of their last nine, including three against the Blue Jays next weekend.

Yankees 5, Red Sox 4

NEW YORK — Tom Bolton, starting instead of Roger Clemens, lasted only 1 1-3 innings Sunday as New York beat Boston 5-4 to send the Red Sox to their eighth loss in 10 games and drop them out of first place in the American League East. Clemens, sidelined since Sept. 4 with severe tendinitis in his right shoulder, was scratched Saturday night because of continued tenderness. The Red Sox led Toronto by 6 1/2 games when Clemens last pitched, but are 6-12 since.
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Upscoming Events

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

Brown Bag

MICHAEL S. STOHL, Professor of Political Science, Purdue University; Visiting Faculty Fellow, Institute for International Peace Studies

and

GEORGE A. LOPEZ, Fellow, Institute for International Peace Studies

for International Peace Studies;

Associate Professor of Government and International Studies

"TOWARD A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR HUMAN RIGHTS MONITORING"

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4

Brown Bag

REV. WILSON D. MCSAMBLE, C.S.C., Assistant Professor of History

"REFLECTIONS ON A VISIT TO VIETNAM AND CAMBODIA"

In 1890, Price Waterhouse opened its first U.S. office. Already recognized as a premier consulting firm offering the full range of quality technical and business services.

Price Waterhouse is a vital part of our nationwide consulting practice. Our clients include Federal, state, and local civilian government agencies, as well as select private sector clients.

Our engagements typically involve the development of financial, human resource, and manufacturing management information systems and information systems auditing. While the majority of our staff members are based in the Washington, D.C. area, our engagements are nationwide. Consequently, all staff must be willing to travel. Wherever and whatever your initial assignment may be, you will be designing and implementing systems using such powerful tools and technologies as:

» DB2, Oracle, UNIX or C

» Structured Methodologies

» CASE tools

» If a strong academic record in a technical major (e.g., MIS, Systems Engineering, etc.), consultants level communication skills, and career plans in a dynamic information systems consulting environment are part of your credentials, your future may well be with Price Waterhouse as we begin our next 100 years.

On-Campus Interviews

November 2

To be considered for an interview, complete an application with Price Waterhouse’s Office of Government Services, drop your resume at Career and Placement Services September 24 or 25, 1990.

For more information, see your Placement Services Office, Office of Government Services.

An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizenship may be required for some positions.

Institute for International Peace Studies

University of Notre Dame
ND holds on to No. 1 in sportswriter's poll
By RENE FERRAN
Sports Writer

Notre Dame maintained its top ranking in this week's National Collegiate Sportswriters Poll released Sunday evening, but Florida State edged closer to knocking the Irish from their perch.

The top spots in the poll remained unchanged. The Irish, 29-22 victory over Texas.

By RENE FERRAN

The top spots in the poll remained unchanged. The Irish, 29-22 victory over Texas. And 595 points after gaining nine first-place votes this week, held on to third position with one first-place vote and 677 points. Auburn, idle this week, moved into fourth with one first-place vote and 677 points. Brigham Young stayed in fourth with one first-place vote and 595 points after defeating San Diego State 62-34.

Washington and Houston made the largest jumps in the rankings. The Huskies climbed from 21st to 12th by knocking off USC, while the Cougars fell from 14th to 19th despite its 31-13 victory over Utah, Pennsylvania, Michigan, West Virginia, Arizona, and Colorado, which fell from 14th to 19th despite its 31-13 victory over Utah, Penn State, Stanford, Toledo, Pittsburgh, Columbia, Wyoming, and Mississippi, dropped out of the Top 20 altogether.

Thirty-five schools nationwide contributed to this week's poll, the largest number yet.

Luck continued from page 20

The National Collegiate Sportswriters Poll with records, first-place votes in parentheses and total points.

1. Notre Dame (24) 2-0 698
2. Florida State (3) 3-0 677
3. Auburn (1) 2-0 661
4. Brigham Young (1) 4-0 565
5. Michigan 1-1 520
6. Tennessee 3-0-1 506
7. Virginia 4-0 478
8. Nebraska 3-0 476
9. Miami, Fla. 3-1 473
10. Oklahoma (1) 3-0 424
11. Texas A&M 3-0 312
12. Washington 3-0 243
13. USC 2-1 225
14. Houston 2-0 198
15. Illinois 2-1 197
16. Ohio State 2-0 182.5
17. Clemson 3-1 170
18. Florida 3-0 148
19. Colorado 2-1-1 129
20. Arizona 3-0 127

Also receiving votes: Arizona State 31, Michigan State 29, Arkansas 27, Pittsburgh 9, Columbia 7, Wyoming 7, UCLA 7, Georgia Tech 5, Mississippi 4, Penn State 3, Texas 3, Alabama 3, Penn State 2, Stanford 2, Toledo 1, Iowa 1.

Writers and editors from the following schools voted in this week's poll: Ball State, NC State, Wisconsin, West Virginia, Utah, Penn State, Virginia, Oregon, Michigan, Kansas, Indiana, Colorado, Brown, SMU, Arizona, Alabama, Notre Dame, Illinois, Arkansas State, Miami, Nebraska, Virginia, Brigham Young, Colorado, Clemson, California, Harvard, Texas, Purdue, USC, Syracuse, Auburn, Cornell, Duke, Penn State, North Carolina, Duke, Virginia, Georgia, Iowa, Iowa State, Michigan, Ohio State, Notre Dame, Northwestern, and Washington.

How you live may save your life.

Lucky continued from page 20

two-yard line Saturday against Michigan State. Jarrell's catch set up the winning touchdown with 1:30 left in the game.

An unscientific sampling of Irish players who had a part in the victory drives of the past two weeks reveals that the team believes that luck has been an integral part of those victories.

"I thought it was over," Mieres said of the pass which bounced off Murray's chest. "I thought, 'Man, there's no way I should have done that,' but we got fortunate, or lucky, or whatever you want it to call it and Adrian was right there to make the catch."

Jarrell, who also caught the winning touchdown pass against Michigan a week ago, subscribes to the Divine intervention theory.

"There's definitely someone looking over us," Jarrell said. "It makes you wonder."

Senior quad-captain Ricky Watters downplayed the importance of luck in the victories.

"I don't like to think about luck. I like to win going to heaven," Watters said. "It's just right there to make the winning touchdown pass."

"There's no doubt we were lucky in some respects, but with some people it would have hit the guy's chest and been an incomplete. One thing a Notre Dame player did do was go do the ball. That's one thing that they're taught. That's twice that we have done it. Yeah, we're lucky, but I also think we've played well in some areas," Holtz said.

Holtz does think that Notre Dame has a certain mystique. These past two games appear to have reinforced that belief.

"I really and truly believe it," Holtz said. "I believe there's a special thing about Notre Dame. I really do. Is it true? I can't say. All I can say is that I believe it."

It seems that Holtz has convinced his players to believe it, too. As long as they are involved to preserve that mystique, the Irish will be tough to beat regardless of whether they are good, lucky, or blessed by God.

You know you're crazy when...

If you were one of the many crazy but enthusiastic people who signed up on Activities Night to work for The Observer, then we want YOU!

If you are still interested in working for the only publication to cover both Notre Dame and Saint Mary's on a daily basis, then come to an informational meeting on Wednesday, September 26 at 9 p.m. in the Montgomery Theatre, First Floor LaFortune.

And if you didn't come see us on Activities Night but would still like to work with us, come to the meeting. More crazy people are always welcome.
Improved defense holds MSU to 117 yards rushing

By GREG GUFFEY
and KEN TYSIAK
Sports Writers

EAST LANSING, Mich. — Notre Dame outside linebacker Kevin Scott was interviewed after an overall improvement in the Irish defense. Notre guard Chris Zorich said he thought the defense improved about 70 percent.

But both agreed that the defense is still not where it should be. "We want to totally dominate an offense and a game," Kowalkowski said. "We're not to that point yet, but we will be."

Michigan State gained 117 yards on the ground, but 32 of those were on a cutback by Hyland Hickson in the second quarter. Michigan gained 253 yards on the ground last week.

"Other than a couple of runs backs, we played the run pretty well," Notre Dame coach Lou Holtz said.

Said Kowalkowski, "We shut them down for the most part. We were much improved over last week. Overall, I thought in our attitude and fundamentals we made great strides. We're still not where we want to be."

Notre Dame's third-year coach said Zorich recorded 11 total tackles, including one sack for a loss of six yards.

"I think we made about a 70 percent improvement compared to last week," Zorich said. "I think it's coming along.

It was obvious that Notre Dame missed All-American corner back Todd Lyght in the secondary. Freshman Greg Lane, who replaced Lyght, had a hard time covering Michigan State star Courtney Hawkins, who caught seven passes for 44 yards.

Lyght's absence was less obvious but just as critical to the punting team. Michigan State almost got to punter Craig Hentrich early in the second quarter, and then managed to block a punt for a touchdown three plays later for a safety with 8:13 remaining in the first half.

"We lost Todd Lyght in the kicking game and had to make a few changes, and we had a missed call," Irish coach Lou Holtz said. "On the one before, we had one guy miss (a block) and we corrected it, and the next play been a guy thought. Well, gee, I must have been doing it."

But both agreed that the defense worked together.

"What a senior has to do is just keep everyone calmed," says Watters. "We have to have a lot of enthusiasm, but we can't be all radical and everything. The seniors have to be the ones who say, 'Hey, relax, everything's cool, we're just going to do like we always do.' We feel like we're the champs, and we just have to play like it."

Michigan State coach George Perles said he would kick and punt the ball only once.

Hawkins' seven catches a problem for ND, Lyght missed in secondary and on punting team

Michigan State quarterback Rick Mirer is making a name for himself as a clutch player. For the second straight week he completed five of six passes on a late fourth-quarter touchdown drive. Mirer says his teammates help keep him cool in those situations.

"I think what sticks out is the senior leadership. The guys who have been through it all before don't get uptight and don't get nervous. They just

say, 'We've done it before and we'll do it again, that's part of our job,'" Mirer said. "We have guys like Ricky Watters and Tony Smith who have been through this before and they can tell us how to win again."

Senior qucndy-captain Rick Watters explains that the seniors have to control their emotions under control.

"What a senior has to do is just keep everyone calm," says Watters. "We have to have a lot of enthusiasm, but we can't be all radical and everything. The seniors have to be the ones who say, 'Hey, relax, everything's cool, we're just going to do like we always do.' We feel like we're the champs, and we just have to play like it."

Michigan State coach George Perles lived up to his promise that he would keep kickoffs away from Raghib Ismail.

Ismail was back deep for four kickoffs but fielded only one. He picked that one up on the 20 for a 32-yard return.

"It doesn't bother me at all," Ismail said. "I expect it now."

Ismail returned two punts for 30 yards.

Perfection usually comes with practice. The success of Notre Dame's running game must be a surprise to him.

Miler hit Tony Smith on third-and-four for a 13-yard gain to the Michigan State 43. Then on-third-and-nine from the 42-possibly the biggest play of the drive-Tony Smith caught one for 24 yards. Two plays later, he connected on a 43-yard field goal to take a 12-10 lead.

"It doesn't bother me at all," Ismail said. "I expect it now."

Ismail returned two punts for 30 yards.

Perfection usually comes with practice. The success of Notre Dame's running game must be a surprise to him.

Michigan State made it seven points in less than 10 minutes with a 43-yard field goal and an interception of a pass by John Langeloh.

The Spartans had one last chance with 34 seconds remaining, but could not put anything together. "There were a lot of breaks in the game," Michigan State coach George Perles said. "Some went our way and some went against us. Obviously, we think we can play with anyone in the country. Today we got boat it by a point. The Irish were a point better than us."

Notre Dame scored first, but then Michigan State controlled the middle quarters.

Raghib Ismail got things started for the Irish, returning a Josh Butil punt 21 yards late in the first quarter of the Michigan State 41. Two plays later, Ismail gained 19 yards on a reverse around the left side.

On third-and-nine from the 18, Miler hit Ismail in the right flat for 10 yards and a first down. Watters scored the touchdown on a five-yard run two plays later.

"We came out strong but then we died down a bit in the second quarter," Mirer said.

Michigan State got on the board early in the second quarter when John Langeloh connected on a 43-yard field goal shortly after a Tom Carter interception. The Irish senior last faced the Spartans two years ago in East Lansing. In that game, Stonebreaker returned 17 tackles and returned an interception for a touchdown which provided the final margin in a 20-3 Notre Dame victory.

Stonebreaker turned in his second big game and was named the defensive player of the game.

We're working on it a total of 117 yards rushing. Our challenge is to work on besides the two-...
The Bengals, Giants and Bears win

Montana leads San Francisco over Atlanta 19-13

(AP) - The Bengals, Giants and Bears remained unbeaten in the National Football League Sunday. Cincinnati used quick-striking offense, New York did it with overpowering defense and Chicago won with special teams.

The 49ers and Los Angeles Raiders also won their third straight games, San Francisco doing it on the wing of Joe Montana, naturally, while the Raiders cruised over New England and the Bears controlled the ball with 17 straight running plays at one point in the second quarter. But fullback completed five passes and had six sacks of Bubby Brister.

The first meeting between the Raiders, now 8-0 under Art Shell, and the Bears controlled the ball with 17 straight running plays at one point in the second quarter. But fullback completed five passes and had six sacks of Bubby Brister.

The Bears, now 8-0 under Art Shell, cruised over New England and the Bears controlled the ball with 17 straight running plays at one point in the second quarter. But fullback completed five passes and had six sacks of Bubby Brister.

The Giants, now 7-1, stunned NFC West-leading San Francisco, 25-24, on a 25-yard winning kick. "Any kick that wins a game ranks right up there," Buffalo Bills head coach Marv Levy said of the winning kick. "Any kick that wins a game ranks right up there."

The Bengals grabbed a 31-0 lead after half and held on for a 41-7 rout of New England, which fell apart with four fumbles, two interceptions and a missed holding penalty. Cincinnati's Jim Breech hit a 46-yard field goal in the first quarter and the Bengals held New England on an 80-yard rushing series.

Bears 19, Vikings 16

At Chicago, Butler had field goals of 25, 22 and 25 yards remaining, the Vikings (1-2) tied it on a 17-yard pass from Wade Wilson to Stanley Morgan, starting in place of injured Dave Jennings. Rice for a 35-yard score and Brent Jones for 67 yards. Jones carried the ball on the next play and Alabama's first TD reception was negated by a holding penalty.

Montana's record for career receptions by a running back and Dave Barnes catch a 66-yard TD pass from Jay Schroeder with 4:32 left for only the third and fourth touchdowns by the Raiders' offense this season. Montana had five receptions for 130 yards.

Giants 20, Dolphins 3

The first meeting between the Giants and Dolphins since 1972 -- and the only second ever -- was a disaster for Miami. The 49ers and Los Angeles Raiders also won their third straight games, San Francisco doing it on the wing of Joe Montana, naturally, while the Raiders cruised over New England and the Bears controlled the ball with 17 straight running plays at one point in the second quarter. But fullback completed five passes and had six sacks of Bubby Brister.

With just 1:55 remaining, the Vikings (1-2) tied it on a 17-yard pass from Wade Wilson to Stanley Morgan, starting in place of injured Dave Jennings. Rice for a 35-yard score and Brent Jones for 67 yards. Jones carried the ball on the next play and Alabama's first TD reception was negated by a holding penalty. Cincinnati's Jim Breech hit a 46-yard field goal in the first quarter and the Bengals held New England on an 80-yard rushing series.

The Bears, now 8-0 under Art Shell, cruised over New England and the Bears controlled the ball with 17 straight running plays at one point in the second quarter. But fullback completed five passes and had six sacks of Bubby Brister.

NFL WEEKEND

Bengals 41, Falcons 13

At San Francisco, the defending champions got many points, even though Montana was on fire. He made 24 of 36 throws, hitting Jerry Rice for a 35-yard score and Brent Jones for 67 yards. Jones carried the ball on the next play and Alabama's first TD reception was negated by a holding penalty.

Montana was on fire. He made 24 of 36 throws, hitting Jerry Rice for a 35-yard score and Brent Jones for 67 yards. Jones carried the ball on the next play and Alabama's first TD reception was negated by a holding penalty.
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STUDENT UNION BOARD
Notre Dame pulls off second comeback miracle

diLucia beats Coleman in finals

By GREG GUFFEY
Sports Editor

EAST LANSING, Mich.—Another weekend, another miracle for the Notre Dame football team.

The top-ranked Irish overcame a 19-7 fourth-quarter deficit Saturday to defeat Michigan State 20-19 before 80,401 fans in Spartan Stadium, the largest crowd ever to watch an MSU game.

Notre Dame turned in a near perfect performance to capture the weekend’s 28-24 victory over Michigan in improving to 2-0, while Michigan State fell to 0-1.

“We just have to find a way to win each and every week,” Irish coach Lou Holtz said. “It looked bleak. Once again, we were down by two scores late in the football game but we found a way to win.”

Rod Culver scored the game-winning touchdown on a one-yard run with just under one-minute remaining in the game, but it was an improbable deflection that put the Irish in position to get the victory.

On second-and-five from the Michigan State 36, Notre Dame quarterback Rick Mirer threw a bullet near the right front corner of the endzone. The ball bounced off the hands of Spartan cornerback Todd Murray and into the hands of Irish receiver Adrian Jarrell, who went out of bounds at the two-yard line. Culver scored three plays later.

“I was ready to make the tackle,” said Jarrell, who caught the winning touchdown pass against Michigan. “It just hit him in the chest and I caught it. I was in the right place at the right time and I just stayed in bounds.”

“I was really nervous at the last minute,” said Mirer, “As soon as I let go of it, I saw the defender. I hadn’t seen him coming. Adrian was right there again, making another great play. We were just trying to make something happen. I thought I was going to have to play defense for a second.”

The Irish made little happen until late in the third quarter when Mirer orchestrated a 16-play, 66-yard drive that ended when tailback Rick Watters ran two yards for the touchdown. That pulled the Irish within six at 19-13.

The Spartans retaliated quickly, moving into Notre Dame territory on just four plays. But on second and 16 from the 39, Irish linebacker Michael Stonebreaker intercepted a Dan Enos pass at the Notre Dame 26 and returned it 23 yards. That was Stonebreaker’s second interception in as many games.

After the teams traded punts, Notre Dame took over for its final drive with 5:15 left in the game. Said Mirer, “As soon as I let the ball go I, I saw the defender. I hadn’t seen him coming. Adrian was right there again, making another great play. We were just trying to make something happen. I thought I was going to have to play defense for a second.”

The Irish made little happen until late in the third quarter when Mirer orchestrated a 16-play, 66-yard drive that ended when tailback Rick Watters ran two yards for the touchdown. That pulled the Irish within six at 19-13.

The Spartans retaliated quickly, moving into Notre Dame territory on just four plays. But on second and 16 from the 39, Irish linebacker Michael Stonebreaker intercepted a Dan Enos pass at the Notre Dame 26 and returned it 23 yards. That was Stonebreaker’s second interception in as many games.

After the teams traded punts, Notre Dame took over for its final drive with 5:15 left in the game. Said Mirer, “As soon as I let the ball go I, I saw the defender. I hadn’t seen him coming. Adrian was right there again, making another great play. We were just trying to make something happen. I thought I was going to have to play defense for a second.”
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After the teams traded punts, Notre Dame took over for its final drive with 5:15 left in the game. Said Mirer, “As soon as I let the ball go I, I saw the defender. I hadn’t seen him coming. Adrian was right there again, making another great play. We were just trying to make something happen. I thought I was going to have to play defense for a second.”
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